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District Update

March 31, 2023

Happy Birthday to: Lisa Amick on April 2
Nancy Crouch on april 3
Courtney Dowell on april 5
Samantha duke on April 7
Daisy Young on April 7
David White on April 10

THERE WILL BE NO UPDATE ON APRIL 6!!

De Leon High School

“Every Day Is A Great Day To Be A Bearcat”

__________________________________________________________

Enrollment: 211
Attendance: 92.24
YTD: 95.12

UIL District Academic Meet Placements/Advancements/Alternates
Calculator Applications- 4TH PLACE TEAM

Makayla Scales
Brooke Bellomy
Gabbi Reyna

Computer Science:
Zaylyn Bain- 3RD PLACE- ADVANCES TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Copy Editing:
Claudia Chavez- 4TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Current Issues and Events: TK
Claudia Chavez- 4TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Extemp Informative Speaking
Logan Sherrard -4TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT



Extemp Persuasive Speaking:
Anna Rasberry- 2ND PLACE- ADVANCES TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
Jordyn Williams- 5TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Lincoln-Douglas Debate:
Cassidy Godfrey-1ST PLACE- ADVANCES TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
Lidia Martinez- 2ND PLACE- ADVANCES TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Mathematics: 3RD PLACE TEAM
Zaylyn Bain- 5TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

2. Logan Sherrard
3. Anna Rasberry

Number Sense: 2ND PLACE TEAM- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
Zaylyn Bain- 4TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

2.Tayci Weaver
3. Logan Sherrard

Poetry Interpretation
Cadence Duke- 4TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
Leah Winegeart- 3RD PLACE- ADVANCES TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Prose Interpretation:
Anna Rasberry- 4TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

Laura Spurlen- 6TH PLACE
Social Studies:

Mariela Garcia- 5TH PLACE- ALTERNATE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

One-Act Play Results:

“On The Verge” advanced to Regionals as the Second Best play Wednesday,

March 22. Garette Stephens was awarded Outstanding Technician and the

De Leon Tech Crew received an award for Overall Best Tech Crew. Lara

Spulene received an Honorable Mention, Zaylan Bain and Madalene

Spencer were recognized as All-Star Cast, and Leah Winegeart was named

Best Performer. The company will compete in Denison at Grayson College

on April 20th. Stay tuned for information concerning their public

performance.



Ms. Dyson’s Classes:

Ms. Dyson's English I class is wrapping up reading The

Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare this

week. Students have been busy finishing Act V of the play

together as a class, discussing the ending of the play, and

analyzing the play's themes and symbols. Furthermore,

they played Traskit Ball to review for their Unit Test over

the entire play where they were exposed to matching, short

answer responses, and multiple choice questions to prepare

for the new STAAR question types. Finally, they finished the

week by watching a summary video of the play and then

creating their own book jacket for the play. Students' book

jackets were required to have three major components which

included a cover for The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, a

summary written on the back, and then their own personal

review of the play below the summary. The goal was for them

to use their creativity, knowledge of the play, and personal

interpretations to create a book cover that they felt best

represented the play so that others who were interested in

reading it would look at their covers and the information on

them to decide if they wanted to read the play for themselves.

Meanwhile, Yearbook has been dedicated to covering all of the various school-wide events and

extracurriculars that take place during the spring. They are photographing track meets, golf,

baseball and softball games, as well as One-Act-Play, FCCLA, and other organizations. After they

acquire the photos, students then upload them onto an apple computer, edit them in photos, and

load them into TreeRing, the yearbook database. From there, they design pages for each of the

clubs, teams, organizations, and events at the school. This week, yearbook focused on taking the

group track photos and completing their pages as well as sending Coach Marowitz athletic

pictures for the Athletic Banquet.



Mr. Paul’s Classes:

After finishing a unit on the Age of Enlightenment, the freshman

world history class is starting to learn about the War to End All

Wars. After an introduction to militarism, alliances,

imperialism, and nationalism, the freshmen will be working on a

timeline project with short presentations to close out the six

weeks.

Mrs. Campbell’s Classes:

Mrs. Campbell’s Geometry classes have been studying the congruence

theorems for triangles and learning to prove two triangles are congruent

given a limited amount of information. They are working toward using

triangle congruence to solve real-world problems in areas such as

construction and design. They will be extending these ideas to include

additional geometric shapes as well.

Career Prep I has been exploring what effect global economics and foreign trade have on the

American world of work, while Career Prep II has finalized the finer

points of written communication for business and is beginning to look

at the similarities and differences between written and digital

communication in the workplace.

Independent Studies in Mathematics is continuing to work in the

Texas College Bridges program while using online assignments in IXL

to supplement the mathematical concepts they are learning.

Mr. Fanning’s Classes:

Currently in Principles of Business students are examining the concept of supply and demand

and identifying the relationship between the two. Next week, students will begin to define

various economic concepts related to global business as well as global employment practices and

laws.



Mr. Roemisch’s Classes:

In Biology class students have been doing a microscope lab over bacteria. They

are viewing the three shapes as well as the most common bacteria people

come into contact with in their daily lives. In Human Anatomy class

students have been studying the Human Nervous System. Monday, they

began their dissection of a brain and will complete it on Tuesday. In

Health Science students have been graphing their vital signs and are now

learning how to chart them on a Medical chart.

Weekly Attendance 95.47%
151 students

You are somebody. You were somebody when you came, you’ll be a better somebody when you
leave. You are powerful, you are strong, and you deserve the education you get at Perkins

Middle School. You have things to do, places to go, and people to impress. So, let’s remember to
work hard, be kind, and make it a great day. The choice is yours.

6th Grade
In 6th grade math we have started our Geometry unit. This includes extending students'
knowledge of characteristics of triangles and finding areas of parallelograms, triangles,
and trapezoids. We have two units left to cover before students take their STAAR test.



Mrs. Bryant

7th grade

7th graders have been reviewing reading
skills and preparing for the upcoming STAAR
test by competing in Reading March Madness.
By reading passages and responding to
questions correctly, students were able to
move up in the bracket each day. Last week,
students worked in teams of three. This week,
students worked independently, and we had a
champion from each homeroom class.

Mrs. Swanner

8th grade
In 8th grade science, students reviewed atomic structure,
the Periodic Table, and counting atoms. They learn about
the basic structure of an atom, including the nucleus and
electron shells, and the properties of protons, neutrons, and
electrons. They also study the Periodic Table and its
organization, including the groups and periods, and how
elements are classified based on their properties. Students
learn how to count the number of atoms in a chemical
formula using subscripts and coefficients. Students played
a counting atoms game where they had to count atoms and
try to sink a “battleship”.

Mrs. Williams

Special Education

Spring has “sprung” and we continue to be (productive and) busy bees!

In math class, students are reviewing measurements with different measuring tools,
such as beakers, liquid/dry measuring cups, rulers, measuring tape, and
thermometers. This week, they were in stations and used different increments of
measurements.



In Mrs. Tori’s ELAR class, students completed rough drafts on spring prompts. After
reviewing sentence and writing structures, they will edit and complete their final
drafts.
STAAR ALT is underway and students are almost complete on their core subject
testing!

In Gifted+Talented, students are in the process of self selecting their next TPSP
project. Students are working hard to construct and prepare their last projects of
the year. These projects are expected to be completed early May. Students are
working individually, in pairs and also grade-level groups. They will implement the
dimensions of Depth and Complexity, with a twist!

Mrs. Faulkner

De Leon Elementary
Celebrating Sweet Success

Attendance:
Weekly: HS/PK 94.44% K-5 95.58%
Yearly: HS/PK 93.63% K-5 96.04%

Total in membership: 358

Pre-K 3’s



This week has been all about insects!

We created insect number stories and worked on beginning sounds of insects.

Monday we found an ant, so we spent most of recess studying it and “taking care” of it.

We also continue to work on our scissor skills, holding our utensils correctly, and other fine motor
skills!

Pre-K 4’s

This week has been all about “CRAWLING CRITTERS”, “ADDING & SUBTRACTING” Our work

stations included counting and writing activities with “crawling critters” The weather hasn’t

allowed us to go out and find any crawling critters but it has allowed us to play games instead!!!

These students LOVE board games!

We are all working really hard on our pencil grips, letter formation, writing and cutting skills!



We are continuously working to build our writing, math and reading skills!

WE LOVE LEARNING TOGETHER AND LOOK FORWARD TO EASTER!!!

Headsta��



Thisweekwasall about CRAWLING CRITTERS!We LOVED the lesson thisweek!We started theweek
making ladybugs frompaper plates, throughout theweekwehadmany lessons on insects and
bugs! InmathweworkedonABCpatterns bymaking colorful caterpillars! For cooking classwe
made “dirt andwormcups” {CrushedOreos, chocolate pudding, andgummyworms} .Weare very
much looking forward tonextweek!

Kindergarten



This week in Kindergarten we continued to work on informational text. We identified what the main idea

was and the key details in a variety of stories. Students worked on coin identification in Math. They

enjoyed lots of hands-on activities to learn the differences in coins. Our students have improved so much in

completing the sentence structure in Writing. Science had students discovering all kinds of animal

coverings. Social Studies brought on a whole new set of experiences. We had the opportunity to practice

sewing skills as producers and switched roles to learn the rules of good consumers in our classroom grocery

store. Indoor recess brought out the creativity in our students and they became outstanding engineers.

1st Grade

First grade has been working hard this week learning the /or/ sound, two syllable words, and

reading procedural text. They finished up their pirate writing and are ready to proudly display

them. In math we are learning time to the hour and half hour. We are continuing to learn about

plants in science. We did an experiment using celery and colored water to show how water moves

through a plant. In social studies students learned about different types of markets, including

markets that meet needs, wants, and online markets. They are understanding ways that people

exchange goods and services.



2nd Grade

The students have been working hard on text structure and subject verb agreement. We have

been exploring space in science and continuing our measuring unit in math.The students enjoyed

measuring different items around the room using various items to measure with. All week the

students have worked very hard and are pleased with their good work. We will finish up our week

with a trip to Dino World!



3rd Grade

Students have been working hard reviewing to get ready for the STAAR test that is quickly

approaching. In language arts we have been working on the Extended Constructed Response (ECR)

where students have to write an essay based on the prompt from their reading passage,

Shortened Constructed Response (SCR), and the differences between the two. This week, students

first read a Judy Moody passage and answered reading comprehension questions. They then wrote

a SCR where they restated and answered the question and then used text evidence from the

passage to prove their answer. After completing the SCR, they began brainstorming to complete

an ECR. The ECR takes more planning, text evidence, and information to complete. Finally, they

wrote a rough draft and typed their final copy of the ECR. Combining reading and writing is crucial

to each student’s success. In science, students made an insect at home and presented it during

their science lab. Their insects had to have a head, thorax, abdomen, six legs, and antennae. It is

always fun to see what recycled items they use for these projects. In math we continued working

on geometry and quadrilaterals. In reading we read “This is Your Life Cycle” to go with our life cycle

unit in science. The kids really enjoyed the story because it is like a reality show about a dragonfly’s

life cycle. In reading students played Grudgeball using STAAR review questions.



4th Grade

Students received letters from their pen pals and responded to them this week! They are really enjoying

getting to know their pen pals from the high school campus. In Language Arts, students also worked on

answering short constructed responses, revising and editing skills, and played the game “Make the Case”.

In reading, some students were rewarded with an off campus lunch at the pizza place downtown. These

students doubled their AR points for the 9 weeks! This is such an amazing accomplishment for these young

readers.

In math, students have been reviewing fractions this week. They enjoyed a game of “Zonk” on Tuesday for

additional practice. In science, weathering, erosion and deposition have been the key concepts that have

been discussed this week.

5th Grade

Fifth grade finished our Personal Finance module this week. It is one of my favorite modules to

teach! Students already have a great understanding of how bills are paid, the difference between a

debit card and a credit card, and the advantages of paying electronically. Students created and

kept a running balance on different financial records, determined the difference between gross

and net income, and learned how to balance a budget when the expenses exceed income. What

made it more fun, is they were allowed to use a calculator throughout the module. That’s what we

do in real life!



This week was also National Agriculture Week. To celebrate, Farm Bureau sent out books to

participating teachers. We read through the book and used it as a mentor text to review figures of

speech and using context clues to identify word meanings. We were able to have many great

conversations about why the agriculture industry is so important to all of us along with making

many educational connections.

Enrichment

This week, the second through fourth grade Enrichment classes have been using activities from

Nearpod and Readworks.org to practice using context clues to help them determine the meaning

of unfamiliar and multiple meaning words. The first grade Enrichment students have learned

about identifying the theme of a passage or story.


